
Demandism Episode 8

 How to build a demand gen machine from the ground up



Structure and 
Key Hires



Demand Generation

Where To Begin: work to be 
done framework
Content Capture demand Create demand Product 

marketing/messagin
g/positioning

Must haves:

- Subject maer 
expertise or ability to 
frequently engage with 
one

- Understanding of 
content in all it’s formats

- Ability to think beyond a 
blog post and create a 
content curation and 
production process that 
scales for multiple 
channels

- Journalistic
- A great writer and 

storyteller

Must haves:

- A Google Ads philosophy 
that is tied to revenue, not 
in-platform metrics or 
MQL’s

- A clear understanding of 
the dierence between 
create & capture

- Can apply paid approach 
to organic - 
understanding how to 
capitalise on BOFU 
organic SEO opportunities

- Budget 
management/pacing

- Optimisation and 
experimentation 
frameworks

Must haves:

- Understanding of how to 
build a media machine and 
power an ‘always on’ 
create demand engine

- Action biased, this is the 
person who gets a lot of 
things done, out in the 
world, adding value

- Curation, ideation and 
process superstar. Can 
take something from 
concept to live and build 
scalable processes 
around this

- Ability to run create 
demand activities on paid 
social/key channels

Must haves:

- This is your link to the 
product, they can take the 
product and articulate it 
into key assets, messages 
and positioning that can 
be rolled out in multiple 
formats: video, web copy, 
person docs, demo tours

- They power the website 
and your product and 
social proof buckets, as 
well as providing content 
for BOFU pages run on 
capture demand



Demand Generation

How to hire



What KPIs you 
should track



Demand Generation 

KPI’s: start with inputs, transition to 
outputs

Top level core 
metrics
Marketing revenue 
generated ($)

Number of deals

SQO’s

High intent leads (demo 
request on website)

Total Paid spend to 
acquire these 

Paid CAC

ACV

Paid cost payback period

Split Funnel reporting: MQL vs High Intent
Low intent High intent Blended

avg acv $1,509.00 avg acv $1,678.38 avg acv $1,637.92

lead:mb 7% lead:mb 39% lead:mb 13%

lead:ma 4% lead:ma 34% lead:ma 10%

mb:ma 63% mb:ma 86% mb:ma 76%

ma:sqo 46% ma:sqo 59% ma:sqo 54%

sqo:cw 12% sqo:cw 20% sqo:cw 17%

lead:cw 0.2% lead:cw 4% lead:cw 0.9%

lead:sqo 0.8% lead:sqo 17% lead:sqo 5%

leads for 1 
deal 500

leads for 1 
deal 25

leads for 1 
deal 111

Scale

Spend
Reach

Impressions
Clicks

Frequency

Ad 
Engagement

CTR
Clicks/User

Net Engagement Rate

Video In-Feed 
Consumption

Thumbstop Ratio
75% Views/User

Distribution 
Cost

CPC
CPM
CPR

Website 
Engagement

Pages/Session
Bounce Rate

Avg. Session Duration

Conversions

Conversions (Analytics)
Cost/Conversion

Conversions (Platform)
View Thru Conversions
Assisted Conversions

Pipeline 
(Salesforce)

Salesforce Leads
Cost / Lead

SQOs



Demand Generation 

KPI’s: start with inputs, 
transition to outputs

Paid Platform Top Level Analysis
Platform spend

Leads - in CRM from this source

Opps created - in CRM from this source

Cost per qualified opp from this source

Deals won (from this source)

ARR (from this source)

MRR (from this source)

CAC (from this source)

CAC Payback Period (from this source)

Website traffic growth: new users - is this growing?

A view of which pages are driving the most conversions on your website - do you have 
website pages that are driving conversions and very high intent, both on main website and from 
an SEO perspective 

Conversions rates of key pages - how are they performing? 

Blog/or equivalent unique page views growth - are writing content your audience is interested 
in?

Time on page on your blog - are people reading the content

Bounce rate on your blog - are people reading the content

Page Load Time - is it under 4S on both desktop and mobile 

Organic traffic value -  how valuable is the traffic that you are bringing in, has it got comercial 
value 

Organic traffic value vs competition - how valuable is the traffic that you are bringing in, has it 
got comercial value and how does this rate against competition

Organic keywords that are ranking - how well are you doing at your SEO strategy, if you have 
one

Branded traffic volumes - how much awareness is there for your brand, is it growing?



Long term 
eorts vs short 
term focus



Demand Generation

Long term vs short term

- SEO: competitor + high commercial intent 
words

- Capture demand: competitor, brand and 
high intent phrases around core offerings

- Create demand: Product and Social 
Proof buckets live

- Media Machine: Get a regular live event 
up and running - like Demandism 

- Message testing high intent/high volume 
website pages 

Short term, low hanging fruit 
to prioritise

Long term, 
compounding impact

- SEO: add higher difficulty keywords with larger 
volumes, defend and maintain existing rankings

- Capture demand: Optimisations and testing - build 
a process and framework and continue to execute it

- Create demand: add Content and Thought 
Leadership buckets to Product and Social Proof 

- Organic LinkedIn Company page value-led 
approach 

- SME activation
- Journalistic content creation
- Message testing ‘second wave’ website pages
- Campaign activation - 6 weekly cycles



Demand Generation

Philosophies/mind-set

- MVP Marketing: create the demand first and then scale it
- Idea execution and prioritisation 
- Build repeatable, curatable content: live event or long form pillar page content 

from multiple blogs etc etc 



Content engine 
overview



Demand Generation 

Our Main Goal:

‘To provide the most value for our audience in 
places where they actually hang out’  



Building a content engine

Planning: 



The 3C Content Method:



How to get 
started



How to get started (based on a team of 3)

Team members:

● Demand Gen Manager 
● Demand Gen Executive 
● Content and SEO Exec 

Step 1: Understanding you ICP

- Closed won analysis. Identify trends in regards to job 
title, industry. Also interesting to look at churn rate - 
what do your more ‘’sticky customers’’have in 
common? 

- Sync with sales and listen to prospect calls. What are 
the common pain points that are coming up? Also 
take note when prospects are engaged with a 
particular feat. The ‘’wow’’ moment. 

- Based on the above results define your most 
valuable ICP

*Note all three members should have an input on this 



How to get started (based on a team of 3)

Team members:

● Demand Gen Manager 
● Demand Gen Executive 
● Content and SEO Exec 

Step 2: Test, test, test! 
 

- Map out 3-4 core messages and see if these resonate. For 
message testing there are a number of ways:

1.  Speak with existing customers 
2. Reach out to prospects 
3. Engage with  subject maer experts in your space 
4. Use a tool such as Wynter 
5. Adapt high intent website pages and measure results. 
E.g homepage / pricing page 

- Content: Start to map out high intent SEO wins, map out 
your content plan using the 3 C’s approach. Here content 
can be anything from a blog post to a short video clip. 

- DG: Identify where your ICP hang out, what is the focus 
channel that works the best for you? Start to run small paid 
ads experiments and see what resonates.  Here I’d start 
with your product focused ads. 



Step 3: It’s all about the value 

By now you have identified your ICP, started to message test and have chosen your focus channel. 

What now? 

Create Demand Focus:

DG: Set social proof and product buckets live. 

Quick wins:

Social Proof:

- Case studies with quotes 
- Create ads based on G2 reviews 
- Wow moments videos

Product:

- Ungated product tour. Record on zoom, reach 
out to a freelancer on upwork to edit. Create 
snippets for social. 
-Lead with value, optimise for in-feed 
consumption and really educate your audience 
on what your product can do. 

Capture Demand Focus:

Quick wins:

Brand keywords: start here, if no one is searching for you 
you won’t pay here anyway. 

Competitor Keywords: not only you can capture the 
demand they are creating, but  even if you can’t close the 
deal your sales team will get insights during the sales 
process

High intent phrases: be laser focused. And pay aention to 
negative keywords. 

SEO: 

- Work with content on high intent competitor pages 



Create Demand Focus Cont…

Content: secure interview with subject maer expert in your space, maybe you already have 
one internally? Based on your plan record an interview on one of your core topics. Write up an 
interview but also snippet up the video for content that the DG team can distribute. . 

DG: Start to work on a regular live event, podcast, series of lives where you can start to build up 
a following. Ensure this content is value led. The objective here is not to collect leads or 
necessarily start a full blown community. Here we look to resonate, educate and provide 
memorable experiences. 

Top tips: 

- Live events are all about consistency, don’t over promise from the get go 
- When running live events take the most commonly asked questions and create content 

around this 
- Content from live events can be repurposed - blog write ups,  video content, feed into 

longer form pieces of content 
- Create a hub / place where all your live event content can be easily consumed 



BOFU content is 
key! 



Over index on boom of funnel



Over index on boom of funnel



How to measure 
success



How to measure success?

What we track:

Reach & Engagement:

- Impressions, reach,video views, 
frequency

- CTR, engagement rate, likes, 
comments

- Qualitative feedback/shares
- Traic, time on page, bounce rate 

Conversion:

- Leads, anonymous conversions, 
goal completions, pipeline

- First and last touch aribution 
model - we value first touch the 
same as last 

Key Learnings:

- Conversions won’t happen overnight - it 
is important to look at reach and 
engagement as leading indicators when 
starting out. 

- Include engagement metrics in your 
weekly reporting. Geing continued  buy 
in from leadership is more eective if you 
are reporting engagement alongside 
conversion metrics. 

- It’s important to measure campaigns 
against the right metrics. It may be 
tempting to measure all ads against a 
CTR. However, if your objective is reach 
or video views, you’ll be measuring 
against the wrong objective. 



Questions?


